In [I], we proposed an automatic data-driven methodology to model both fundamental frequency and segmental duration in 'ITS converters from a monospeaker recorded corpus. Thenfore, it had the advantage that could be adapted to a specific corpus or a particular speaker. The main disadvantage was the size of the obtained prosodic database.
In this paper, we propose to use some statistical methods for reducing the prosodic database required in this methodology. A 50% of reduction can be obtained without compromising the naturalness of the synthetic speech obtained by our previous methodology with the same prosodic corpus. A compromise between variability and reduction in prosodic contours is also discussed.
. INTRODUCTION
Generating proper prosodic information is one of the most important issues for synthesizing speech. Although many approaches of prosody generation had been proposed in the past for text-to-speech (TI'S), it still remains a problem to model the variability and fluency of natural speech. For a number of years. the build-up and systematic use of a prosodic corpus (see for example [2] for French) have been recognized as the key to generate more natural synthetic speech. The problem is how to extract the prosodic knowledge from this database.
We proposed in [3] a methodology to model both fundamental frequency and segmental duration in TTS converters for Spanish. The prosodic generation was based on the computation from the text of some independence coefficients between words. These coefficients were the nexus between the linguistic features obtained from text and the prosodic patterns.
The prosodic patterns were obtained by averaging some manually labeled data from a single speaker. This "manual metbodology" was a subjective and tedious time-consuming work. Other problems appeared for example to adapt the system to a new speaker, when a new prosody sbould be generated. Therefore, there was a need for automatic methodologies for prosodic modeling.
For this reason, we proposed in [I 1 an automatic data-driven methodology to model both li"ental frequency and 1 part of the work was supported by a CNET F?rance Telecom's contract segmental duration in TI'S converters with an application to Spanish language. This methodology had several advantages. First, it showed a very good prediction of the two prosodic parameten that reminded the reference speaker, and a ,pater variability than using the "manual methodology" was obtained. Furthermore, this methodology had the advantage that could be easily adapted to a specific corpus or a particular speaker. This is remarkably good when personalizing a TTS system.
Unfortunately, the size of the prosodic database for synthesis grows according to the size of the corpus. The focus of tbis paper is try to explore some methods for reducing the size of the prosodic database.
The outline of the pap& is as follows: first, the methodology for prosodic modeling is presented in a general framework.
Second, our previous manual methodology is explained as a particular case of the general framework. Then, we explain in detail how the automatic methodology works in modeling and generation of prosodic contours. The rest of the paper focus on the methods that we have designed to reduce the prosodic database. The paper ends with results and conclusions.
METHODOLOGY FOR PROSODIC MODELING
As we said above, the use of a prosodic database is the current tendency to obtain a prosodic model. This is what we call a datadriven approach. The prosodic model describes the relationship between some linguistic features extracted from a text corpus and some prosodic features extracted from a related speech corpus. Then, a TTS system relies on a prosodic model to
The general scheme for producing a data-driven prosodic model is shown in Figure 1 . The input to the system is a monospeaker recorded prosodic corpus and its textual representation. It should be noticed that, in general, it is enough in speech synthesis to produce a prosodic model of one speaker, so no multispeaker corpora are needed. Ihe output of these two modules is a n g i s t a of linguistic and prosodic p a "
for each syllable in the prosodic corpus.
e for synthesis
The prosodic model will try to describe the relationship between these two types of parameters. In our methodology, this is explicirly achieved by a database of prosodic paaerns available for synthesis. The database pruccdurc is a more flexible mechanism to garerate prosody than a rulebased one.
prosodic registers to fonn the prosodic database for synthcais.
In the folIowing section, we will describe two particular "ds that we have employed to build up this database, namely, the "manual methodology" and the "automatic methodology". registers of the fouowing syllable. The &stance is an w d e a n following syllable (see Figure 3 ) . For this purpose, first we group all registers according to their linguistic features used in selection of registers (see 3.1) and then an algorithm is applied to reduce the number of registers in the same proportion for each group. The algorithm eliminates the registers whose PSP's are close to the PSP's of other registers in the same group. Two PSP's are close if their euclidean distance is small. The distance between registers is a weighted sum of the distances between their PSPlT and PSP2's.
We attempt to use several reducing algorithms, but the best performance was obtained with the following one:
1. We calculate the distances among all pairs of registers in a 2. We eliminate one of the registers: the one that has been 3. If number of "survivors" is more than desired, iterate to 1. group. and choose the pair with the minimal distance.
preserved less times in previous iterations.
This algorithm tries to keep the registers that cover all space, eliminating registers close to each other. This is represented in We have obtained the best performance with a distance that assigns more weight to the PSP2 than to the PSPl; in other words, the best is to keep the diversity in the PSP2, in this way, there is a wider range of possible transitions between registers than in other options.
We have also vied other methods, averaging the components of the compared vectors in step 2, but a worse covering of the space is obtained as a result.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For this methodology with the reducing algorithm, we have used the same designed corpus that we had already used in [31 and It can be noted that a reduction of 50% of the database does hardly degrade the quality obtained with the whole database. However, a reduction of 90% shows a worse performance. The size of the original database was not too large (3500 registers).
We expect to improve the quality using a larger corpus but keeping the same final number of registers.
This methodology has the advantage that can be easily adapted to a specific corpus or a particular speaker. In the future, we want to develop a better modeling of the relationship between prosody and syntax. Using the proposed automatic methodology with the reducing algorithm over a larger speech corpus, we expect to improve the location and quantization of these prosodic boundaries.
We want also to use the automatic methodology for integration of prosody in speech recognizers and speaker identification systems.
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We would like to acknowledge the work of the speech synthesis group at CNET in collaboration with the phonetic laboratory group at UAB for the recording of the prosodic corpus. We want also to acknowledge to Christel Sorin for allowing us to use the CNET synthesizer. contour, we make a new intonation processing model which assumes the F O contour as the superposition of 4 layered features; 1) global tune which assigns potential pitch mean value to each word, 2) word pitch bias strongly related to the grammatical context, (word pitch bias means the F O difference between the real mean FO d u e and the predicted value in the dedination h e for e 4 1 word) 3) lexical tone which means the mean F O values of syllables in a word subtracted from by Tord mean F O value, 4) the syllabic pitch pattern as a miaoprosodic component.
The main dXerence of our algorithm from other approaches is that the layer 1 and layer 2 assign one pitch value to each word, and the layer 3 assigns one pitch value to each syllable. The advantage of this idea is that we can easily implement nonlinear characteristic of PO baseline with a statistical m a g ping table, i.e., the melodic table, between the grammatical context and word pitch bias. Also this idea enables the linear andysis/synthcsis of the F O contour. For the analysis of grammatical context, we define 60 grammatical attributes which can be deduced by particles, sffi infiections, adverbs, and conjunctions.
As a global tune, we use a linear dedination line, y=at+b, whae t i s normalised by the number of words in a sentence.
We estimate a and b by applying the LS method for our 24 minutes' speech material of 156 sentences. With the word pitch biws and grammatical attributes for words, we construct our melodic table through statistical approach.
K o r w is nather a stressed nor a tonal language because the piteh accent in a word is not culminative and different tone does not alter the meaning of a word. But if the word pitch pattern(1exid tone) is not proper, it sounds like a dialect or a foreign accent. We observed that lexical tone ha9 many regularities in real speech and a Zlayer neural network CIUL predict lexical tone from the phonetic and phonological infirmation. Therefore, we adopted a n e d network to train lexical tone. And finally we constructed the intonation generation d e s for TTS conversion.
To implement the interaction between words in contextual effects, we try to extend stylisation to the non-uniform grammatical unit which can represent word, sequence of words, 
STYLIZATION OF PITCH'PATTERN
Genetally, the estimate of pitch for speech signal has fluctuations on pitch contour due to the estimation error or unstable vibration of the vocal folds. To " i x e these defects in the stylization of the syllabic F O pattern, we employed the least square enor minimization method to estimate the F O values at three positions. Fmtly, the syllabic pitch contour was piecewise-linearly approximated by two straight lines, as shown in Figure 1 . Then 
INTONATION GENEBATION MODEL
In the development of an intonation generation model, we assume that the intonation in a sentence can be characterised by the following process. 1) The primary factor which assigns the potential pitch mean value to each word, nut h e segments nor syllable, is the position in a sentence, and the value can be determined by the global l e d tune, y=at+b. 2) This declination line assigns the potential pitch mean value to each word according to the primary factor, i.e., the position in a sentence.
3) The secondary factor which determines the bias and the pitch pattern for each word is grammatical attributes. 4) The number of naghboring words which a5€ects the bias and pitch pattern is 1 -5.
In other words, the primary factor for assigning a pitch value to each word is the position of that word in a sentence, and the secondary faaor is the grammatical attribute for each word. And in addition, the secondary factor produces an absolute, not relative, pitch value. Most of intonation generation models usually use parsers to analyse the syntactic structure of sentence, and the parsers become more rophisticated to guarantee the good results. But our algorithm does not depend on a complex parscr. We, instead, try to build a direct mapping table between the secondary factor and the word pitch bias. If there is a well-dhed set of grammatical attributes and these are carefully derived, the mapping table can be successfrrly built through the statistical approach. The mapping table construction procedures are as follows.
F0;j and the pitch pattern, Pij, of each word are obtained through the stylisation process, where i is for the senEce number and j is for the position of the nerd. Using PO;;, the representative baseline can be found by applying the least squared error method which is normalised with respect to the number of words in asentence. Then we calculate one grammatical attribute gij to each word the e t -dij, the difference between FOij and the baseline, and t q
